For a healthier Baltic Sea

By: Konrad Stralka, Executive director of Balticwaters2030

Vision and goals

About BalticWaters2030
We focus on large, communicative demonstration projects as well as political advocacy and
dissemination of information for a healthy and vibrant Baltic Sea!

We want to show that change is possible, and how it can be implemented. Always with a focus
on measures and solutions that take us forward and that make a difference!

The foundation's objectives are:
•

To create new knowledge and show solutions and measures that work

•

To influence the environmental debate so that decisions are made, and measures get
implemented

•

To develop projects and initiatives in close collaboration with academia, authorities and
stakeholders

•
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To inspire, educate and show that everyone can contribute

Vision and goals

Our main projects
Circular manure management

ReCod

We aim to develop methods that ensure
bounding and/or enhancement of the nutrients
(phosphorous and nitrogen) in manure to
reduce leakage to air and water, and to improve
the fertilizer value of the “end” product.

Cod is one of the most important species
in the Baltic Sea, but now the stock has
collapsed.

Living bays
The “shallow bays” around the Baltic are an
important part of the ecosystem..
The project "Living bays" will show how to
restore these shallow ecosystems, describe
measures that are suitable for different
locations, how effective measures are and
how much restoration costs.
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"ReCod " will test whether it is possible to
help the cod past the vulnerable egg
stage and to release larva as a measure
to strengthen the stock

Small research projects
-

The impact of horse husbandry on the Baltic
Sea

-

Homing behavior among herring stocks along
the East Coast

-

Analysis of the reduced growth of Cod in the
eastern Baltic Sea

-

Fine-scale population structure of herring and
sprat in the Baltic Sea

New initiatives

Programs to support knowledge and research

Programs for small research

Scholarship program for “new”

Trainee program: Baltic Sea

projects and feasibility studies

scientists

Ambassadors

BalticWaters2030 has established a

To support researchers at the beginning

The goal of the trainee program is to

program to support research that creates

of their careers, BalticWaters2030

broaden the knowledge in practical

a greater understanding of measures

awards scholarships for equipment,

environmental science among lawyers,

that can preserve and restore the

materials and travel.

political scientists, journalists,

environment in the Baltic Sea.
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economists and teachers

Biodiversity at sea

Political advocacy
Based on the best available scientifical research, we work to increase the knowledge

and the understanding of the Baltic Sea environment.
•

We produce newsletters, campaigns and reports on the marine environment, challenges and

solutions
•

We are worried about the environmental status of the Baltic Sea

•

We want a healthy sea with an active fishery, and we are troubled about the decline of fish
stocks and the effects we are seeing the fisheries, especially the small scale fisheries

•

We’re not joining BSAC to create or add on to conflicts. We want to hear your views and
hopefully provide knowledge from (for example) our projects

Thank you!

Learn more about our work at:

www.balticwaters2030.org

